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Engineering an Immersive NFT Game with 
30% Faster Time-to-Market

Success Story

Value Delivered:

About the Client

Key Highlights

A Brief Snapshot

Achieved error-free
contract codes

Mitigated potential financial
losses 

Avoided loss of funds

Upheld blockchain network
integrity 

Safeguarded against security
vulnerabilities and legal issues

30% faster Time-to-market

100% aligned with regulatory compliance

Empowered players with authentic
digital asset ownership

Our client wished to create an NFT-based game where in-game assets and smart contracts are 
deployed on the Ethereum Mainnet for live gameplay. They also wanted to conduct a comprehensive 
static analysis of the smart contract code to ensure a secure NFT gaming environment for the users.  

The client, a prominent game publisher, offers social casino game services tailored for mobile and 
social media platforms. Their vision was an NFT-integrated game that amalgamates standardized 
gameplay, maximizes NFT utility, and minimizes multifaceted risks.
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Roadblocks in the client’s gaming journey  1

In the dynamic gaming landscape, Non-Fungible Tokens (NFTs) represent a 
transformative shift. The skepticism that major publishers like Ubisoft 
encountered illustrates how difficult this transition is. 

Given the project's scope, we anticipated that the following challenges might arise: 

NFT Maintenance: Each NFT, a distinct digital asset, requires meticulous upkeep to 
retain its value and function. Neglect can erode player trust and impact both player 
engagement and financial outcomes.

Ethereum Contract Testing: Ethereum's prominence in smart contract 
development necessitates thorough testing to avoid potential problems. 

Smart Contract Security: Beyond functionality, smart contracts must be resilient 
against threats. Rigorous security audits are vital to prevent potential breaches, 
which could result in significant financial losses and undermine player trust. 

Cyber Threats: Issues like copyright infringements, deceptive airdrops, and 
counterfeit NFT promotions threaten player financial security and the foundational 
trust in the NFT gaming world, emphasizing the need for robust security measures. 
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2
The iXie Fix

Our innovative approach targets eliminating the need for direct code access and 
providing streamlined automation execution. We prioritize open dialogue throughout 
our collaboration to ensure our solutions align with client expectations, resulting in 
unparalleled satisfaction and a 30% faster time-to-market. 

Ethereum Mainnet Deployment: We pioneered developing and integrating Ethereum 
Mainnet contracts, establishing a solid foundation for in-game experiences.

Uniquely designed player-centric NFTs: We crafted NFTs that grant players genuine 
ownership of in-game assets, enhancing their gaming journey.

NFT Maintenance: Recognizing the uniqueness of each NFT, we emphasized its 
meticulous upkeep to ensure its continued relevance.

Blockchain Mastery: We developed a state-of-the-art blockchain application that 
efficiently manages data interactions, from uploads to audits.
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3 The iXie Impact
With our professional expertise, we successfully built the architecture components 
that helped the client drive the game to perfection and exceed player expectations.

Precision Testing & Ethereum Contract Testing: Leveraging Ethereum's capabilities, 
we combined functional testing with thorough contract testing to ensure flawless 
code operations and 100% compliance to regulations.

In-depth Code Analysis: With the help of rigorous security audits, our team thoroughly 
analyzed the smart contract's source code.

Seamless Integration: We crafted efficient test automation scripts and adaptors for 
enhanced API communication using the Hardhat tool.

Cyber Threat Mitigation: In response to the myriad cyber threats, we fortified our 
solutions to protect players and the NFT gaming ecosystem.

End-to-End Testing: Our comprehensive testing approach ensures a bug-free and 
secure gaming environment.

Digital wallets allow 
users to upload digital 

assets that act as 
virtual currency and 
also let them fill out 

metadata.
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the business logic 

layer.
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Smart contracts 
play a key role in 

creating NFT with a 
unique identifier.

Finally, the NFT gets 
added to the 

blockchain, which 
records ownership 

and transaction 
history for the NFT.
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A word from our customer

Lead Project Manager, Social Games Publisher

Enhanced Player Engagement: Our uniquely designed NFTs have redefined player 
engagement, making games more immersive and rewarding.

Operational Efficiency: Our blockchain solutions and seamless integrations have 
streamlined game operations, ensuring smooth player interactions.

Flawless Gaming Experience: Through holistic testing, we've guaranteed a seamless, 
secure, and bug-free gaming experience for all players.

Error-Free Contract Code: Proper validation and audits of smart contracts ensured a 
bug-free contract code. This meticulous approach prevented potential pitfalls such 
as loss of funds, security vulnerabilities, and potential legal complications.

Preserving Blockchain Integrity: Our thorough static analysis of smart contracts not 
only preserved the integrity of the blockchain network but also proactively identified 
and rectified security vulnerabilities, ensuring a safer gaming environment.

Trust and Security: We've bolstered player trust and game security through 
meticulous NFT maintenance and rigorous code analysis.

We are happy to be associated with iXie and would highly appreciate the 
dedication and effort of the team at iXie. They assured us they would deliver 
the best in the gaming industry for us, and we are satisfied with the output. 
From the initial discussion to the final delivery, the team informed us about 
the progress, and our suggestions were taken constructively. We wish the 
entire team at iXie great success and hope to collaborate with them again 
soon.”
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USA

Cupertino | Princeton

INDIA

Chennai | Bengaluru | Mumbai | Hyderabad
Toll-free: 1800-123-1191

SINGAPOREUK

Singapore
Ph: +65 6812 7888

London
Ph: +44 1420300014

www.ixiegaming.com  |  info@ixiegaming.com

https://www.instagram.com/ixiegaming/
https://www.linkedin.com/company/ixie-gaming/
https://twitter.com/ixiegaming?lang=en
https://www.facebook.com/ixiegaming

